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How to connect elgato hd60s to ps4

Elgato HD60S is an external recording card that can be used to record or stream console games through a computer. While many people capture slot in the PCI-E slot on your computer, the HD60S is external, which means you can use your laptop. In this guide, we explain how you can use an Elgato HD60S with your laptop. We will go through each step so you can make sure you get the process right.
Most of the time, you just need to have the right software on your computer and connect things correctly. If you're using a PS4, you'll need to follow one step before the HD60S works. We explain everything below. Installation console for recording or streaming First, if you are using a PS4, you must first turn off HDCP on the settings menu. To do this, turn on PS4 and then navigate to the settings menu.
Navigate to the bottom of the settings menu and select System. From there, deselect the Enable HDCP option. Restart PS4. Restart your PS4. Then visit Elgato to download the necessary software. You need to restart your laptop after installation. Once you've done that, it's time to connect your PS4 to your laptop. For this to work, you'll need an HDMI cable and the included USB-C to USB 3.0 cable
included with the Elgato HD60S. Your laptop must have the following specifications. A USB 3.0 or 3.1 portA HDMI port After confirming that your laptop has these elements, take your Elgato HD60S and connect it to your console via the HDMI in port. Next, you need to connect the USB-C port on the Elgato HD60S to a free USB 3.0 or 3.1 port on your laptop. Note: It must be 3.0 or higher or it will not work.
Now you have two choices. You can either connect the PS4 signal to your laptop via HDMI out, or you can use it HDMI out and connect it to a TV. With the latter option, you can see the PS4 signal on your TV as usual. If you don't have a second screen or TV, you'll need to view the game through the download program. We'll cover it next. Record or stream with an Elgato HD60S Now that you have elgato
HD60S connected to your laptop correctly, it's time to set up the streaming software. I recommend using OBS Studio. You can download it here. On NOTE, click + under the Sources box and select the Video Capture Device option. Next, you need to select Elgato Game Capture HD from the device drop-down menu. NOTE will now download the video from your console. Finally, in order for OBS to retrieve
the audio, you need to right-click the new Video Capture Device in your source box in OBS and click Properties. Scroll to the bottom of the property panes and click the Sound Output Mode drop-down list. Select 'Output desktop audio (WaveOut)'. There are now two different ways to take: If you connected HDMI to your laptop: you're good to go - you can start recording or streaming as usual and all audio
and video can be viewed via OBS Studio. Press F11 to see it in full-screen mode. If you connected HDMI to another display: screen: need to connect your headphones to the audio port of the Elgato HD60S to hear the sound. If you are new to OBS, there are two main things to consider. Firstly, if you are only recording, you can click the settings button in the lower right of OBS and then click on the Output
tab. From here, make sure that the recording format is set to MP4. To stream, click Settings and use the power tab. Some services, such as Twitch, allow you to log in directly through OBS. Other services require you to copy and paste the power key from the dashboard of your streaming account. Once you've set up, all you have to do is click Start Streaming or Start Recording from the main OBS
dashboard to begin. If you want, you can click to record and stream at the same time. Summary It takes us to the end of our guide on how to use an Elgato HD60S with a laptop. I hope this guide has proven useful. If you need help or if you are unsure about some of the steps, feel free to leave a comment and I will come back to you as soon as I can. Search the knowledge base to speed up returns and
exchanges, attach your purchase receipt, and a picture of your hardware serial number. Inventory available pending inventory confirmation. The warehouse has started packing. Package ready for handover to shipping service. The package has been handed over to the carrier. The package has been delivered to the customer. Return packages opened at the location and specified in the system. Refunds
have been paid. Waiting for payment, for Advanced RMA. Also waiting for back-ordered items to be in stock. Inventory has been confirmed and reserved. The item line in order has been canceled. This article shows you how to record party chat on Elgato Game Capture HD60 S with Elgato Gaming Chat Link. Necessary items for installation • Elgato Game Capture HD60 S• Elgato Gaming Chat Link•
Microphone• Compatible headset devices This installation works for PS4 controllers equipped with 3.5mm headset ports (official Sony PS4 controllers are all equipped with this)Xbox One controllers equipped with 3.5mm headset ports (the current generation of official Microsoft Xbox One controllers have this port). If you have an early-generation Xbox One controller, you'll need an Xbox One headset
adapter. here: sr_1_1?s=videogames&amp;ie=UTF8&amp;qid=1446060065&amp;sr=1-1&amp;keywords=xbox+one+Headset+AdapterAstro Mixamps (note: this installation is not required if you have an Astro Mixamp TR edition) Equipped with a 4-pin 3.5 mm port, Astro Mixamp can connect directly to Chat Link.Note: Settings involving astro mixamp will contain the microphone sound from your headset as
a result of Astro Mixamp's microphone monitoring feature. Using an extra microphone with our Live Commentary feature could possibly cause an echo effect Results. Installation step 1) Connect the male 4-pin 3.5mm jack on the Elgato Gaming Chat Link cable to the ps4 cable ps4 cable Xbox Controller or Astro Mixamp.2) Connect your compatible headset to the female 4-pin 3.5mm port on the Elgato
Gaming Chat Link.3) Connect the male 3.5mm jack on the Elgato Gaming Chat Link cable to the HD60 S's 3.5mm analog input port. In Game Capture Software: 1) Open the device settings (hammer/wrench icon in the device menu on the right side of the app).2) Find audio input available under the Capture tab.3) Change audio input from HDMI audio (Game Capture HD60 S) to Analog audio (Game
Capture HD60 S).4) Click the OK button. Record your voice To record your own voice, connect a separate microphone to your computer:How do I use Live Commentary? Was this article helpful? 17 out of 77 thought this was helpful Do you have any more questions? Submit a request This article guides you when you connect PlayStation 4 (PS4) to Elgato Game Capture HD60 S. Elgato Game Capture
HD60 S connects to PlayStation 4 with HDMI. It can send by video to a TV set that also uses HDMI. An HDMI cable is included in the box. Before you set things up, you must connect your PlayStation 4 directly to your TV or display via HDMI, without using Elgato Game Capture HD60 S.Then, visit the Settings &gt; System section of the PlayStation 4 interface, and turn off Enable HDCP. After that, you can
use your PlayStation 4 with Elgato Game Capture HD60 S. Inputs and outputs The Elgato Game Capture HD60 S has two inputs and two outputs:HDMI InThis connects to a game console or other video source. Signals protected by HDCP cannot be used. Analog audio InThis connects to an analog audio source with a 3.5 mm cable. This is audio line in, and not a microphone port. USB OutThis USB-C port
sends the raw video to your computer via USB 3.x. This high-speed connection makes it possible to preview the low latency Elgato Game Capture HD60 S preview. The preview is only delayed by 50-100 milliseconds. The USB cable also powers the Elgato Game Capture HD60 S hardware. HDMI OutThis sends the HDMI signal in real time to a TV or screen, allowing you to play your game normally.
Installation steps Download and install the Elgato Game Capture HD software, version 3.2 or later: Connect your PlayStation 4 to HDMI In of Elgato Game Capture HD60 S via an HDMI cable Connect HDMI from Elgato Game Capture HD60 S to your TV or display via an HDMI cable. Connect the Elgato Game Capture HD60 S to your computer via a USB cable. If you don't turn off HDCP before you set
things up and try to play a video game, the signal can flash on and off, or you'll just see a black screen. PlayStation 4 (PS4): General HDMI output content other than games can still be encrypted with High-bandwidth Digital Content Protection (HDCP). In that case, Elgato Game Capture HD60 S will not be able to capture that content via HDMI. PlayStation 4 uses HDCP protection when watching a
purchased movie or using som Netflix eller Hulu. Därför, Elgato Game Capture HD60 S S be able to capture that content. Instead, you receive an error message that says:The program cannot be started. You must enable [Settings] &gt; [System] &gt; [Enable HDCP] Troubleshooting - No image appears on the TV If your TV only supports 1080i or 720p and not 1080p, you may not get a video image when
elgato game capture HD60 S first connects. The video can still appear in the software, but not on the TV. The solution would be to set your PlayStation 4 to output video to 720p or 1080i – which format your TV can support. Troubleshooting - No audio captured Elgato Game Capture HD60 S hardware cannot capture Dolby, DTS or other multichannel digital audio formats. It can capture standard stereo
sound. Stereo audio can be called linear PCM, depending on your video source. When using Elgato Game Capture HD60 S, linear PCM is the appropriate choice for PlayStation 4 (PS4). Improving performance Elgato Game Capture HD software works well if your computer exceeds the basic system requirements. If your computer barely meets the minimum system requirements, performance can suffer,
especially if you try to do a number of things at once. This article provides some steps you can take to improve performance in such situations:Improving Elgato Game Capture HD Software Performance Was this article useful? 81 out of 200 found this helpful Do you have more questions? Send a request
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